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Introductions



This project has two parts:

1. How is the slag industry doing on average?
The industry average EPD + LCA report

2. How can an individual site make EPDs?
The Theta EPD tool

(also, what is an EPD?)



There is a lot of momentum in EPDs

In addition…

California,

MnDOT,

Port Authority of New York / New J ersey,   

Washington,

Colorado,

and the GSA 

all have current or pending EPD reqs

The Inflation Reduction Act earmarks 

$250M for the development of 
EPDs in public procurement of 
construction materials

And then $2B to the 
FHWA to purchase 
low-carbon materials

And another $2.1B to the 
GSA for low carbon materials



…or how the industry is doing as a whole.

Part 1: Industry Average EPD



Do the science: LCA (life cycle 
assessment)

Data gathering
 Information from a representative sample of the industry

Types of info
 Administrative basics
 Inputs & outputs

 Energy, fuels, water, wear parts, etc.
 Products, byproducts, waste, etc.

Only Trisight sees this data!

We are in this 
process now.



……run the analysis……



…and output the industry average EPD 
(Environmental Product Declaration)

EPDs are the gold standard for 
reporting environmental impacts 
without revealing operations details 



The industry average EPD meets many needs

Fills the gap in slag impact data,
Meets ISO 14025 and 14044 standards,

Is third-party reviewed,
Follows the latest, updated PCR, and

Uses economic allocation to fairly apportion upstream 
impacts with steel



Also output the LCA report, which…

Gives detailed information and trends 

Does not reveal operational details or individual data

Contains insights from the analysis for the slag industry 

Is not publicly available



We can see trends in environmental 
impacts across the industry

Example from 
aggregate LCA
(early data, 
details may 
change)



…or how can my site get individualized results? 
And why would I want that?

Part 2: the Theta EPD tool









Goals of project

 Create a realistic baseline for the industry

 Be ready for legislation, customer requests

 Make it easy to get slag EPDs



Lianna Miller
lianna@wapsustainability.com

QUESTIONS?
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